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Introduction 

Multiple trends characterize our modern digital era of business. One near-universal requirement for success these days 

centers on IT organizations transforming themselves from reactive service enablers to proactive supporters of competitive 

differentiation. Data and applications are the competitive tools of the modern economy, and they can decide who the 

winners and losers in a given industry will be. 

Eighty-six percent of IT decision makers surveyed by ESG agree with the statement, “If we do not embrace digital 

transformation, we will be a less competitive and/or effective organization.”1 It follows then that 61% of organizations 

surveyed recently by ESG for another research study said that they are hoping to develop new data-centric or innovative 

products and services as a result of their digital transformation initiatives. Some said that they see digital transformation as 

a way to provide a better, more differentiated customer experience (43%). And 30% said they are proceeding with digital 

transformation initiatives because they intend to develop entirely new business models.2 

Digital transformation demands that IT take the lead—leveraging technology to help the rest of the business capitalize on 

opportunities that had been previously overlooked or were unobtainable. But so far, few organizations have found 

measurable success. Although 98% of IT organizations surveyed by ESG in 2018 had digital transformation initiatives on 

their roadmaps, only 17% considered their progress toward digital transformation to be mature.3 In large part, that is 

because IT organizations are being held back by complexity. Traditional IT infrastructures aren’t designed to support the 

massive scale of today’s digital demand, and IT teams are feeling greatly pressured as a result. 

Selecting technologies, making design decisions, and purchasing solutions all take a toll in the form of countless personnel 

cycles. IT solution vendors could do more to alleviate the complexity. Fortunately, one IT leader, NetApp, is stepping up. 

With a program called NetApp Keystone, it is working to lessen the complexities associated with IT infrastructure and 

lifecycle management. The Keystone program gives IT buyers a clear, easy-to-understand series of commitments regarding 

how they can expect to do business with NetApp, and a spectrum of pay-for-use consumption services on premises and in 

the cloud. It is intended to free IT decision makers from excess paperwork and design uncertainty, so they can focus 

instead on the more important job of leveraging technology to drive business. 

The Storage Buying Dilemma 

Two-thirds (66%) of IT organizations surveyed by ESG say IT is more complex than it was just two years ago. IT has always 

been a complex endeavor, of course, but two years is a very short time for complexity levels to rise so measurably. Top 

reasons for the complexity increases are tied to increases in IT-related demands, a wealth of new technologies to scope 

and understand, and other factors (see Figure 1).4 

Line-of-business Executives Have Increased Their Pressure on IT 

Only 6% of surveyed line-of-business executives say they regard IT as a competitive differentiator, while 25% view it as a 

business inhibitor (a rate four times higher).5 If success in the digital era means IT must lead the business, then 94% of IT 

organizations are failing their companies. 

The LOB executives who view IT as an inhibitor say it is because IT processes take too long (43%), and it is too difficult to 

access data they need to do their own jobs (43%).6 Evidently, the criteria for IT success has changed: Security and uptime 

 
1 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, 2018 IT Spending Intentions Survey, December 2017. 
2 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, 2019 Technology Spending Intentions Survey, February 2019.  
3 ibid. 
4 ibid. 
5 ibid. 
6 ibid. 

https://www.netapp.com/us/index.aspx
https://research.esg-global.com/reportaction/2018ITSpendingIntentions/Toc
https://www.esg-global.com/research/esg-master-survey-results-2019-technology-spending-intentions-survey
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remain paramount, but IT also now must deliver more services at a faster rate. There isn’t enough time or personnel 

available to accomplish that feat using traditional means. 

Figure 1. Top Six Factors Driving IT Complexity 

 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 

IT Organizations Need IT Vendors to Deliver More 

ESG recently conducted a survey on behalf of NetApp. Within, ESG asked 200 IT decision makers to name the biggest issues 

they have with IT technology evaluation and purchasing processes. ESG also conducted ten one-hour-long interviews with 

IT executives from various-sized firms representing multiple industries to get a full, real-life perspective on the challenges. 

ESG found that: 

• 73% agree their organization needs IT to accelerate the rate of innovation. 

• 57% agree that making large purchases keeps them up at night, afraid new technology will become quickly obsolete. 

• 47% agree they waste too much time verifying what a solution can actually do versus what the vendor says it can do. 

• 46% agree they have less time for tactical tasks than just two years ago.7 

Often when addressing complexity, IT’s default response is to try to overcome it by adding new technology. Although new 

technology is valuable, it comes with a learning curve that can add more complexity, as Figure 1 illustrated. 

Keystone – A Better Ownership Experience 

Vendors need to address IT’s entire experience—and that means doing more than making sure products are in place and 

running properly. NetApp eases IT’s burden by supporting its new technology with Keystone, which streamlines a storage 

purchase and the subsequent deployment process. The program reduces risk and offers IT greater value and more 

flexibility. 

 
7 Custom research conducted by ESG on behalf of NetApp, September 2019. All ESG research references and charts in this white paper have been 
taken from this research study unless otherwise noted. 
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Keystone focuses on addressing complexities that exist “outside of the product.” It aims to simplify the job of IT decision 

makers and help them transition IT away from cost center status and into the competitive differentiator the business 

needs it to be. The program’s three highest level components address key portions of the IT lifecycle: 

• Buy with confidence—A series of guarantees to simplify the storage acquisition experience. 

• Optimize with ease—Prescriptive and detailed reporting, along with a support experience designed to ensure the 

organization gets maximum value from its storage infrastructure, and reduce personnel burdens. 

• Grow your cloud—NetApp is easing IT’s cloud integration efforts with offerings that reduce cost and risk associated 

with the adoption of public cloud services. 

Buy with Confidence 

Workload diversity has surged in recent years. Application environments are more specialized and specific to individual 

organizations now. How do you know a new technology will meet your specific expectations … by spending hours on 

research and investigation to ensure that what you buy will do what you need? Nearly one-third (29%) of surveyed 

respondents said failing to fulfil promises is the behavior they dislike most in their IT vendors. Nearly half (48%) cared most 

that the vendor’s offers are easy to measure and transparent.8 

Keystone offers several guarantees to provide an agreed-upon baseline of capability IT organizations can be assured 

NetApp will meet: 

• Easy button purchases—Understanding that the purchase process is part of infrastructure lifecycle management and 

often adds to IT complexity, NetApp has radically simplified its ordering and quoting process. These simplifications 

accelerate time to order, offer easy-to-understand quotes, and provide a digitally enabled engagement experience 

that spans the purchase journey. 

• An efficiency guarantee—Data reduction ratios vary greatly based on workload, and 

given modern data growth rates, misjudgments can lead to under-provisioning or over-

buying. NetApp addresses this challenge by providing a guarantee that data reduction 

ratios will be 3:1 across all workloads, 4:1 for virtual volumes, and 8:1 for virtual 

desktop infrastructures. When snapshots are included, those data reduction ratios 

increase by a factor of 10. Thirty-nine percent of the respondents said this kind of 

effective capacity guarantee would be highly valuable to them.  

• A performance guarantee—Flash storage has dramatically improved latencies; 

however, aggregate performance demands still grow. Over-provisioning on 

performance can lead to a less cost-efficient solution. NetApp guarantees its solution is 

properly sized for the organization’s performance needs. More than half (56%) of 

respondents confirmed that performance has become a more important part of their 

organization’s IT purchasing process over the last three years. And when asked about a 

performance-centric guarantee, 45% said it would be highly valuable to them. 

• An availability guarantee—Performance and capacity requirements vary by workload and organization. Availability 

typically does not. Every IT organization needs systems that are resilient, designed to be always on. NetApp 

guarantees 100% availability for its solutions. This assurance is important because as IT services become more 

 
8 Custom research conducted by ESG on behalf of NetApp, July 2019. 

“A capacity guarantee 
would be compelling. 
That would mitigate the 
lack of industry 
experience [from the 
vendors], and I am 
surprised no one has 
offered it to us. It would 
stand out versus other 
vendors, definitely.”  
—VP of IT operations, biotech firm 
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intertwined with the business, availability has become even more essential. Fifty-one percent of the respondents said 

solution availability/reliability has become more important to their IT purchasing in the past three years.9 Guaranteed 

availability delivers peace of mind that NetApp has performed its due diligence and will stand by its reliability claims. 

Forty percent of the respondents reported that an availability guarantee would be highly valuable to them. 

NetApp’s approach also comes with an aggregate benefit. By putting guarantees on those vital parts of storage buying, it is 

also simplifying and accelerating IT’s design and validation efforts. That freed-up time can be redirected toward helping the 

business with other, higher-value tasks. 

Optimize with Ease 

The second portion of NetApp’s Keystone program addresses the complexities of managing, maintaining, and securing an 

IT infrastructure. These tasks have long been essential parts of daily IT life, but 62% of respondents said security and risk 

reduction have become more important to their organization’s IT purchasing in the past three years.10 While these 

activities are essential, they typically do not create immediate value for the business. NetApp is transitioning from being 

just a supplier to being an IT partner, easing IT management and maintenance prices and collaborating on support: 

• Smart heath checks—IT decision makers shouldn’t have to validate whether NetApp delivers on 

its promises. The Keystone program could be especially important to smaller firms that have 

fewer available IT resources. Consider that one-third (33%) of all surveyed IT decision makers 

said an automated health check is highly valuable, but that percentage increased to 43% for 

mid-sized firms of 100 to 999 employees. As part of Keystone, NetApp provides its customers 

with a regular health check of their storage solutions, automatically validating whether it is, in 

fact, meeting its guarantees. The support value report covers usage trends, data reduction 

ratios, utilization, and data availability percentages on a customizable dashboard. 

• AI-powered insights—NetApp has simplified the support conversation by consolidating hardware, software, and 

warranty into combined offerings and providing two easy-to-understand support tiers, Advisor and Expert. 

With SupportEdge Advisor support, customers get the traditional, reactive support common with next-business-day 

hardware parts delivery, with an added benefit: NetApp adds Active IQ, an ongoing assessment of the environment 

leveraging telemetry data from NetApp’s 300,000 systems in use around the world. Leveraging Active IQ, NetApp 

offers predictive alerts and recommendations based on best practices. Active IQ helps ensure that the NetApp 

ecosystem is always optimized and up to date, possibly dramatically improving the TCO of the storage environment. 

Active IQ provides a dashboard of recommendations addressing key infrastructure requirements, such as preventing 

downtime or optimizing performance and efficiency. The offering allows organizations to programmatically integrate 

Active IQ recommendations directly into DevOps or change-management workflows to self-heal and self-optimize 

their storage solutions. 

 
9 ibid. 
10 ibid. 

“Our whole 
philosophy is to 
free up teams 
from doing the 
plumbing.” —IT 

director, financial firm 
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SupportEdge Expert delivers all the benefits of SupportEdge Advisor plus proactive parts 

delivery within four hours guaranteed. In addition, SupportEdge Expert offers 24/7 

remote technical support with direct routing to level-two subject matter experts 

(bypassing level one) and prioritized case resolution enabled through priority queueing. 

NetApp provides managed upgrades and upgrade planning with experts familiar with 

the specific environment, periodic reviews of health and audit reports, and onsite 

support and troubleshooting. Proactive support offerings, such as SupportEdge Expert, 

can significantly reduce the risk inherent in IT activities. Thirty-eight percent of the 

respondents identified that proactive, predictive insights and analytics that optimize 

storage would be highly valuable to their IT organizations.  

• Flat and predictable pricing—NetApp guarantees support pricing will be predictable. Initial support pricing and first 

renewal are equally priced, clearly stated from the start, and won’t go up. Support pricing has typically been “the 

great unknown” of storage infrastructure cost. Transitioning from existing, functioning, still-viable equipment can be 

costly and time consuming. The added challenge happens when support renewal prices spike unexpectedly (or even 

expectedly). IT organizations need visibility into support pricing to plan effectively. Nearly half (45%) of the 

respondents identified that consistent, transparent ongoing support costs would be very valuable. 

Each element under NetApp’s Optimize with Ease pillar is designed to alleviate the complexity and stress of maintaining 

and optimizing an enterprise storage environment. Support pricing is transparent to support better planning, and NetApp 

offers proactive reporting, proactive and predictive support, and optimization best practices. Too much time is spent on 

these tasks right now. Too much opportunity is lost as systems go online with less-than-optimal configurations. NetApp is 

offering to offload this responsibility from IT, allowing those groups to focus on more value-add activities. 

Grow Your Cloud 

The data center is not the only environment under the purview of IT. The present and future of IT is hybrid cloud. More 

than half (58%) of IT organizations leverage public cloud infrastructure services.11 Integrating public cloud resources can 

add complexity, however. Twenty-four percent of the respondents that identified an increase in IT complexity over the 

past two years also identified their need to integrate public cloud services with on-premises data center resources as one 

of the factors driving that complexity.12 As part of Keystone, NetApp simplifies integration of public cloud resources while 

reducing the associated costs and risks for the resulting hybrid (onsite/offsite) cloud environment. This translates to 

benefits: 

• Simple scaling—NetApp’s scale-out cluster architecture ensures the latest technology can be integrated into existing 

production environments non-disruptively. Instead of replacing controllers in an existing active environment, NetApp 

allows IT organizations to deploy next-generation storage technology seamlessly as part of a scale-out cluster. 

Supporting multiple generations in the same environment, NetApp expedites access to the latest storage technologies 

while typically increasing the overall performance and capacity of the cluster. With Cloud Volumes ONTAP, NetApp’s 

flexible architecture also allows for the integration of public cloud resources into the cluster, simplifying cloud 

adoption.   

• Cloud-activated—NetApp delivers a seamless, universal data management experience regardless of whether the 

storage resides on premises or in the cloud, via Cloud Volumes ONTAP. With NetApp FabricPool technology, the most 

active data is automatically placed on the fastest tier of storage, simplifying storage optimization. This technology 

 
11 Source: ESG Research Report, 2019 Public Cloud Computing Trends, April 2019. 
12 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, 2019 Technology Spending Intentions Survey, February 2019. 

“I wish they had some 
kind of tool and [would] 
measure our workloads; 
then they won’t be 
guessing.” —Senior IT 

operations manager, energy firm 

https://research.esg-global.com/reportaction/publiccloudcomputingtrends2019/Toc
https://research.esg-global.com/reportaction/2019technologyspendingintentionsmsr/Toc
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extends to public cloud infrastructure environments as well, further simplifying hybrid cloud adoption. As a bonus, 

NetApp includes 10TB of StorageGRID object storage or public cloud storage infrastructure service capacity with new 

systems. The additional capacity can become a cold storage tier to reduce storage costs and minimize performance 

impacts. For firms still testing the cloud experience, the included capacity could be an easy on-ramp to validate what 

cloud storage can do. 

• Smarter flexible credits—NetApp includes a flexible upgrade credit applicable toward the purchase of any NetApp 

product on premises or off premises, such as add-on storage and software, NetApp HCI, or Cloud Volumes Service. 

This enables an infrastructure to stay continuously up to date with the latest technology, while providing flexibility to 

shift architectures as necessary. NetApp offers a product recommender in Active IQ that analyzes the specific 

application environment and makes recommendations accordingly. When on the same architecture, data migration is 

not required. For shifting architectures, NetApp takes care of data migration. That represents incredible value. 

Seventy-five percent of respondents agree that standardizing on a single vendor and never having to migrate data 

would eliminate one of their biggest operational headaches. 

The future of IT will be built on the hybrid cloud. Eighty percent of the respondents agreed that 

their on-premises storage solutions need to be compatible with their cloud computing goals. 

Some on-premises IT providers shy away from the cloud, but NetApp is actively helping IT 

organizations transition to it. In fact, this capability has long been a central cog in NetApp’s data 

fabric strategy. 

Keystone - Cloud Consumption Services 

In addition to the storage experience benefits delivered by NetApp Keystone related to 

purchasing, management, and cloud integration, NetApp offers flexible consumption—adding 

an as-a-service, OpEx-centric payment option as an alternative to the traditional capital-outlay model. Providing more than 

just payment option flexibility, NetApp also offers its customers choice of operating model and storage infrastructure 

location (in your data center or off premises) as well as the option to procure storage as a 

fully managed service. As organizations move to cloud-first application deployment, more 

of them want to procure onsite storage in a similar fashion. Forty-five percent of the 

respondents identified that the flexibility to pay for storage either as an operational or 

capital cost would be highly valuable. Even among firms still using the traditional cost 

model, having the flexibility to switch in the future provides benefits, allowing them to 

leverage a more optimized model later on without having to switch technologies. 

Keystone Fills a Need for Modern IT 

As part of ESG’s research on the biggest issues IT decision makers have with the IT 

technology evaluation and purchase process, ESG presented the details of NetApp’s Keystone program to a subset of 

respondents, asking for qualitative input. According to the findings, nine out of ten storage decision makers interviewed 

desire a solution with NetApp Keystone program elements. 

ESG asked participants to identify what, if any, benefits a program like Keystone would offer their organizations. The results 

were impressive (see Figure 2). More than three-quarters identified that a program such as Keystone would increase the 

stability and predictability of IT operations, and more than two-thirds said Keystone would reduce technology deployment 

risk, reduce their exposure to downtime, allow them to provision IT services faster, and free up their time. Ultimately, 64% 

identified that a Keystone-like program would reduce the costs of managing storage. 

“The ground has 
shifted beneath us. 
Our solutions need to 
take into account 
these new [cloud] 
expectations.”  
— VP of IT, financial firm 

“Pay-as-you-go or just turn 
on purchases when you 
need them, for when you 
just don’t know what your 
scale is, or you have a 
dynamic environment 
[would be ideal].”  
—IT director, manufacturing firm 
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Figure 2. IT Decision Makers Value NetApp’s Keystone Program 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 

Modern IT is often a balancing act of opposing forces. Administrators must do everything in their power to reduce risk, 

improve security, and ensure availability and resiliency—all of which suggests taking a conservative approach when it 

comes to execution. Unfortunately, IT often does not have the luxury of indulging in a slow, methodical approach. The 

business needs its IT services deployed sooner and cheaper than ever before. 

To help with that balancing act, the Keystone program addresses both needs. Its guarantees, its proactive and predictive 

insights, and its support minimize the risk. Its flexibility and integration with the cloud accelerate new technology adoption. 

IT will spend less time on lower-value tasks and is freed to be the competitive differentiator it needs to be. And, its flexible 

consumption models ensure that NetApp offers the right option for your business. 

The Bigger Truth 

There is a limit to what technology innovation alone can provide. The scale of responsibility and the pace of change is 

placing a huge level of stress on a lot of IT organizations right now. Every new technology must be understood in relation 

to the organization’s specific application environment. 

The traditional storage buying experience—with its on-premises-only focus, its murky outlooks on support costs in future 

years, its limited insight into the specific needs of a particular organization, and its reactive support model—simply does 

not make sense anymore. 

IT organizations should demand more than technologies from their vendors. They should demand a better experience, one 

in which the vendor acts as a real partner should. This is what NetApp is hoping to offer with its Keystone program—a 

program that, according to ESG research, the IT community has been waiting for. 
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